Observing the impact of torrential precipitation events with high temporal
resolution at a gully in the Mediterranean
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Introduction
Hydro-meteorological extreme events can occur rapidly and with serious consequences in the Mediterranean due to the regional rainfall
characteristics and the mostly small catchments. Flash floods and severe soil erosion are some of the potential consequences of such events.
However, measuring and therefore modelling these extreme events is hampered by sparse data availability of such highly localised and spatiotemporally variable events. Advances in the field of low-cost environmental sensors, photogrammetric methods and geophysical sensors allows
for the densification of catchment observations to eventually improve the predication of the occurrence and impact of hydro-meteorological
extreme events. This contribution introduces the installation approach for a case study in the Mediterranean (Parapuños, Spain).
Parapuños catchment in dehesa landscape:
- 99.5 ha, average slope 7.5 % (range 0-12%)
- Valley bottom alluvial sediment fill above
schists (approx. 1.5 m deep)
- Mean annual rainfall 525 mm
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First Results
- Several rainfall
events, but only
one causing sheet
erosion
- Changes mainly
due to vegetation
growth
- Level-of-detection
sensitive to light
conditions
Detected changes at the sidewall:
SfM accuracy and detected
change since 28.02.19
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Geophone analysis of several small
rainfall events on April 8th 2019:
Power Spectral Density (PSD)
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Sidewall:
- master unit measuring rainfall, moisture, temperature and
controlling four SLR cameras -> synchronized triggering of cameras
every time tipping bucket changes position
- Each SLR camera comprises another backup controller to take daily
pictures
- Raspberry Pi camera that takes videos if runoff is assumed to
measure flow velocities and thus discharge
- Geophones to estimate water/sediment flux and backup
volumetric change detection of cameras
Headcut:
- Four Pi cameras triggering every hour during daylight
Weather stations:
- Capturing rainfall, moisture and temperature with 5 minute
resolution
Trouble shooting:
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Things to do
A future aim is to capture a strong precipitation event that causes significant runoff and erosion. With this data evaluations are performed to
analyse how well the new image-based, seismological and low-cost weather observations can be used to improve hydrological and morphological
modelling. Furthermore, novel insights regarding the role of individual events and changes during the event are expected.
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